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In this file photo visitors look at Rembrandt’s “The Night Watch” in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. In this file photo a visitor takes a closer look at Rembrandt’s “The Night Watch” during a press-viewing
day at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. — AFP photos

In this file photo French actor Gerard Depardieu arrives for
the screening of the restored version of the movie
“Novecento - Atto Primo” by Bernardo Bertolucci. — AFP

Members of the Mongolian band The Hu perform on stage. Members of the Mongolian band The Hu pose during the 30th
Eurockeennes rock music festival in Belfort, eastern France.

In this file photo actor Cameron Boyce
attends the World Premiere of The
Emoji Movie at the Regency Village
Theater in Westwood, California. — AFP

An Amsterdam museum yesterday began the
biggest ever restoration of Rembrandt’s “The
Night Watch”, building a giant glass case

around the famed painting so the world can see the
work carried out live. In what has been compared to a
military operation, experts at the Rijksmuseum in the
Dutch capital will spend a year studying the 1642
masterpiece before embarking on a huge makeover
that could take several years more.  The multi-million-
euro revamp of the tableau-the survivor of a difficult
history including several acts of vandalism and a peri-
od in hiding from the Nazis-will also be livestreamed
online.

“The Night Watch belongs to everyone,”
Rijksmuseum director Taco Dibbits told a media con-
ference in front of the glass restoration case, along-
side the 25-strong research team. “More than two and
a half million people come and see it each year. It
belongs to everybody who lives in the Netherlands,
and the world. And we felt that the public has the right
to see what happens to that painting.”

White haze 
Rembrandt van Rijn, the greatest artist from of the

Dutch “Golden Age” of painting, created his masterpiece
after a commission by the mayor and leader of the civic
guard of Amsterdam, Frans Banninck Cocq, to depict the
officers and other members of the so-called “Night
Watch” militia. Now one of the world’s famous paintings, it
remains under constant scrutiny by experts, who have
recently noticed some changes.

In particular, a white haze has appeared on the surface
of some parts, especially in the area around damage
caused in 1975 when a mentally disturbed man slashed the
painting 12 times. The haze is now bleaching out the figure
of a small dog. While most restoration work happens
behind closed doors, the Rijksmuseum has decided to let
daylight in on the magic.

Experts will work on the Night Watch inside a glass
case designed by French architect Jean-Michel Wilmotte,
who was behind revamps of both the Rijksmuseum and the
Louvre gallery in Paris. “The Night Watch was restored in
the 1970s... while the restorers were at work, we closed

the curtains at that time. And now it will all be on view for
the public to see so in a sense it’s the first time,” Dibbits
told AFP. “There will a team of 25 scientists, researchers,
conservators, curators, restorers.... So it’s a great team of
people who have a lot of experience with Rembrandt
because the Rijksmuseum has 22 Rembrandts and we’ve
treated them over the past generation.”

Experts will examine the painting using high-resolution
photography and computer analysis of every layer includ-
ing varnish, paint and canvas before deciding on the best
restoration techniques.

Historic survivor 
But the museum warned that anyone expecting fast-

paced excitement might be better off watching paint dry.
“The research phase will take about one year,” said Petria
Noble, head of paintings conservation at Rijksmuseum.
“Then we will be able to make a treatment plan and that
will be the next step in the restoration. At this moment, we
don’t really know how long the actual treatment of the
painting will take.” Noble said the sheer scale of the three-

meter-by-four-meter (nine-foot-by-13-foot) painting-
which is housed in its own special room at the museum-
had also contributed to the decision to restore it in public
view.

“Given the size of the painting, it’s really not possible to
take it out of the galleries. That also imposes a certain risk
for the painting,” she said. In many ways it is a miracle
Rembrandt’s brooding painting has survived the last three
and a half centuries to be restored at all. Large chunks
were cut from each side of the Night Watch during a move
in the 1700s, followed by several bouts of work on the var-
nish that darkened the picture and helped give it its name.

In 1911 a man stabbed it with a knife. Then in
September 1939 the painting was evacuated from the
Rijksmuseum and hidden in the cave, just months before
Nazi Germany invaded the Netherlands. After the war in
1945 it needed major restoration. Then came the 1975
knife attack, but its sufferings were still not over, as a man
sprayed it with acid in 1990. — AFP

French actor and legendary gourmand Gerard
Depardieu is putting the entire contents of one of his
Paris restaurants under the hammer on Thursday.

Depardieu sold La Fontaine Gaillon in central Paris last
month and is now putting everything inside-including its
cellar containing vintage Chateau Latour, Cote-Rotie and
Meursault wines at up to 6,000 euros ($6,700) a bottle-
up for auction. The flamboyant star opened the restaurant
serving hearty French classics in 2003 with his then part-
ner actress Carole Bouquet and wine magnate Bernard
Magrez.

The outspoken Depardieu, who railed against the pre-
vious Socialist government’s plans to raise taxes on the
rich, has been selling off a number of his assets in the
French capital, including a mansion, a fishmongers and a
deli. “The adventure has come to an end,” a friend of the
actor told AFP. Depardieu, 70, who owns a clutch of vine-
yards in his homeland, announced plans to open three
restaurants in Russia in 2014, a year after sparking an out-
cry by taking Russian nationality. 

Rarely out of the headlines, the actor has made more
than 180 films, and became the face of French cinema
through films such as “Cyrano de Bergerac”, for which he
was nominated for an Oscar. La Fontaine Gaillon is set in a
picturesque square close to the French capital’s theatre
district, and had become a gastronomic fixture, warmly
reviewed by food critics. “The sale of the contents of
grand hotels and restaurants always attracts a lot of inter-
est,” said David Nordmann and Xavier Dominique of auc-
tioneers Ader, even without the added spice of the associ-
ation with the popular if controversial star. — AFP

Cameron Boyce, a young
Disney Channel star, has died
at age 20 in Los Angeles,

Disney CEO Robert Iger confirmed
yesterday. Boyce died in his sleep
Saturday from an ongoing medical
condition, his family told celebrity
news outlet TMZ. Boyce was known
for his starring role in the Disney
series and movie “Descendants,” the
comedy series “Jessie,” and Disney
XD series “Gamer’s Guide to Pretty
Much Everything.”

He also had parts in the feature
films “Mirrors,” “Eagle Eye,” “Grown
Ups” and “Grown Ups 2.” “The Walt
Disney Company mourns the loss of
#CameronBoyce, who was a friend
to so many of us, and filled with so
much talent, heart and life, and far
too young to die,” Iger tweeted. “Our
prayers go out to his family and his
friends,” he said. — AFP

Heavy metal band The Hu are taking their mix of Metallica-style
thrash and Mongolian steppe music to rapt audiences across
Europe this summer.  The four long-haired leather-clad

Mongolians, who have been hailed for their mesmerizing live per-
formances, grew up listening to a mix of metal and rock, from
Metallica and Sepultura to the Foo Fighters. But while their Western
idols belt out songs about love lost and the meaning of the universe,
The Hu, who rocked the Eurockeennes festival in the eastern French
city of Belfort Thursday, sing about upholding Mongolian traditions
and respect for the ancestors.

What makes the head-banging foursome particularly compelling
though is that three of the four-Gala, Enkush and Jaya-do traditional
Mongolian throat singing or “khoomei”, usually only performed dur-
ing ritual ceremonies. “That style, we call it ‘hunnu rock’. ‘Hunnu’
means ‘human’ in the Mongolian language. But it is also inspired by
the Hunnu, the ancient Mongolian empire,” Gala, who plays the
“morin khuur”, a two-stringed fiddle prominent in Mongolia’s nomad
culture, told AFP in an interview. Among the other traditional instru-
ments being brought to European festival audiences by The Hu this
summer are the “tovshuur”, a two-stringed lute, and a “tsuur”, a long,
wooden flute which features on Unesco’s list of intangible heritage.
“Thousands of years ago, our ancestors played the instruments we
use on stage, even the percussions. That’s how we mix Eastern and
Western culture, old and new, and in this way everyone can appreci-
ate our art,” said Gala.

Bandanas and top knots 
It was a shared love of heavy metal which brought the band

together when they formed in 2016. “We met at music school and

spent our free time to listen to a lot of records. We listened to a lot of
different music, but heavy metal united us and we wanted to play
some,” Gala said. The Hu’s unique sound and look-a mix of tasseled
leather jackets, bandanas and traditional top knots-has reached a
global audience thanks to the Internet. Their first videos, “Yuve Yuve
Yu” and “Wolf Totem”, shot in dramatic, rocky Mongolian landscapes,
have racked up a total 33 million views on YouTube.  

After their set at Eurockeennes, the band went to Switzerland
and the Czech Republic before a nine-date tour in the US in
October.  “Touring outside our country is an honour and a great
satisfaction,” Enkush said. “We’re discovering all these different
audiences that don’t know us either, it’s exciting. We try our best
to impress!” — AFP

Spider-Man leaves New York for Europe
in Marvel’s latest film about the web-
slinging superhero, who once again has

to fight off a new enemy. Set in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe, “Spider-Man: Far From
Home” sees protagonist Peter Parker, played
by Tom Holland, take on his superhero
responsibilities again when Samuel L.
Jackson’s super-spy Nick Fury, a regular
“Avengers” character, asks him to step up
against a new threat. But Parker is reluctant
as he heads off on a school trip to Europe,
where he just wants to enjoy himself and
share his feelings to love interest MJ, played
by singer and actress Zendaya. “We’ve taken
Spider-Man outside of Queens and we put

him on the world stage...we’ve taken him to
London, Venice, Prague,” Holland told
Reuters.

“In this film he’s trying to hang up the suit
and not be Spider-Man for a while and take a
break. And wherever he goes it seems that
trouble follows so we’ve caught him in a vul-
nerable state and we get to see how he deals
with that situation.” The film follows on from
Marvel’s “Avengers: Endgame”, the finale to a
decade-long superhero series. Jackson said
Fury was “definitely trying to regain control
of his life and a modicum of control of the
world” in this movie, which also looks at the
concept of fake news and misrepresentation. 

“We are living in a time where there is a lot

of complication and people don’t really know
what’s going on,” Jake Gyllenhaal, who plays
newcomer Quentin Beck, said. The film also
introduces a new twist on Spider-Man’s early
warning reflex, “Spidey Sense”, where it is
renamed the “Peter Tingle”. “Spider-Man: Far
from Home”, which begins its worldwide cine-
ma roll-out later this week, is Holland’s sec-
ond film in the leading role as the superhero.
He also made appearances in several
“Avengers” movies. He follows in the foot-
steps of Andrew Garfield from “The Amazing
Spider-Man” franchise and Tobey Maguire
who played the superhero in three movies
from 2002 to 2007. — Reuters

A member of the Mongolian band The Hu performs on stage.

In this file photo taken on June 26, 2019 a giant inflatable Spider-Man is displayed on the red
carpet for the ‘Spider-Man: Far From Home’ World premiere at the TCL Chinese theatre in
Hollywood. —AFP


